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NEWSLETTER

WEEKLY ROUNDUP
Mostly Mojita

MILITARY

Hire Our Heroes is partnering with
Google to provide a webinar on
how military spouses can find
remote work opportunities using
Google search. This webinar has
aired but you can register to watch
on demand here.
This training is hosted in
collaboration with Hire Our
Heroes, Blue Star Families, and the
USO.
WELLNESS

A lot of my family members have gut
issues so I've put extra effort in a more
proactive approach to ensure I can
minimize any affect I can.
I found this article explaining good and
bad foods to maintain gut health.
Disclaimer: I am no expert in which
foods are good or bad & every body is
different. Please consult a doctor
before trying any new methods.
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MOM TRIBE

The Miami Mom Collective will be
starting a book club beginning this
Tuesday, 8/19 and that book will be
Walking with God in the season of
Motherhood
The book is available on Amazon! I
can't wait for some cafecito and
fellowship with the amazing
mamas.

NEW SCHOOL YEAR - NEW
LEARNING STYLE

This school year may be different for lots
of reasons, but sacrificing your home
style doesn't have to be one of them.
This article from Mother.ly details many
ways you can incorporate a fun learn-athome environment without breaking
the bank.

I decided to create this weekly
newsletter in an effort to inform the
community of the latest. When I
think back to transitioning in the
many seasons of my life - as I
imagine you are too now, I wanted
more information - in ONE location!
I hope this information helps and if
it doesn't, please do let me know.
My desire is for this to be a safe
space where you can come and be
your authentic self.

